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NOTES On PTG-RF.I ADMINlSTltATIVE COMMITTEE 
MEETlNG - MARCH 26. 1963: 

The new officers for 1963-64 ax-e: 

Chairman: 

Vice-Chainnan.: 

Secretary: 

Trea.B�er: 

Donald R. J. White, President 
White Electromagnetics, lnc. 
4903 Auburn Ave. 
Bethesda. Maryland 

Consulting 
Engineer 

N.W. 

Zigmund V. Grobowsld, 
Jansky It Bailey, Inc. 
1330 Wisconsin Ave. 
Washington, D. C. 

Albert R. Kall, President . 
Ark ElectX'onics Corpox-ation 
624 Davisville Road 
Willow Grove, Pa. 

Samuel J •. Burruanq, President 
Burruano As11ociatel'I, Inc. 
51 Sullivan Street 
Weotwood, N. J. 

It was voted. suqject to the approval of the IEEE, to c�e 
the nam.e from.PTG:...RFI to PTG on ElectX'omagnetic Com 
tibility m ox- er X' ec e mcreased sco e an aiso to 
more c ose y 1 en e wo'I: of the Group with the same ter-
miiwlogy now being used in most government work. 

C Los Angeles has voted the location of the 1964 PTG-RFI 
Symposium subject to IEEE approvai. 

The Education Committef;I wae aeked to px-epare and sub
mit, at the June meeting, an educational repo"rt to manage
ment on the importance of EMC/RFL 

On the subject of education, it was suggeated that menibere 
of PTG-RFI e:xpose themselves to educating others and offe'I: 
to give papers· at other px-ofessional societies' meetings or 
symposia. 

It was �gested that ail Chapten should have a fixed 
tlm.e fo'I: meetings which could be published in the Newsletter 
and permit other m.embers to attend when in the vicinity. 

Because of the large number of Adminisb:ative · Committee 
members being from the East, it waa suggested that the Bylawa 
be changed to add Regional members. A committee was ap
pointed to draft such a change. 

There was quite a discussion over whether exhibits s;hould 
be allowed at Symposia. It was decided to discuse this with 
IEEE. 

A committee was appointed to look into the cross-in
dexing of EMC/RF'I material so tbat_it would be easy to 
cross-fertilize information with other sitnilar activities, such 
as ECAC, ASTIA and IEEE. 

CHAPTER NEWS" 

� Chicago Chapter had a meeting on December 14. 1962 
at which J. C. Klouda, Elite Engineering Co. , Chica.go, gave 
a paper o-:rri"various Aspects of Shielded En.closures, " Testing 
and Usage". 

� 

NCE 

The Washington, D. C. Chapter held a meeting at the Electro
magnetic Compatibility Analysis Center, Annapolis, Md. , on March 
19, 1963. The subject was "The ECAC Misoion" and tboae participat
ing in the, program were Colonel Charles C. Woolwine, Directox-, 
ECAC; J. Paul Geol"gi, Technicai Director; S. L Cohn, Director. Tech 
nicai Operations; R. B. Wise, Manager, Information Px-ocessing De
partinent; P. D. Newhouse, Manager, Analysis Depax-tment; and G. F. 
Paprotny, SuperviBOl"t Computer Systems and Operations. 

The Los Angeles Chapter x-eports on its schedule of meetings and 
invites all visitors to attend. The Chapter meets the thix-d Thuuday 
in every other month. The next meeting will be May 16th, then July 
18th, Septei:nbex- 19 "and November 21. The place is the Engineers' 
Club, Room 3333. Biltmore Hotel, Loe Angeles, Calif. , and the tune 
is 7:30 p.m. 

5TH NATIONAL SYMPOSIUM Shaping Up: 

Plans are shaping up for the 5th National PTG-RFI Symposium, 
which will be held on 4 and 5 June at the Bellevue-St'l:atford Hotel in 
Philadelphia. A total of seven technicai sesoions will be held with an 
a�rage of about five papers each. The program will be opened with 
three invited papex-s on the ;following topics: Frequency Allocations; 
Submarine Interference Problemo; General Space Interference Pro
blegu. The remaining sessions will include papers on Compatibility 
Anal.ysis, Suppression, Shielding,. Filtering, Instrumentation and 
RFI Management. 

Finally, there will be a el discussion on Specifications and 

� a · n nesday afternoon. he panel will also discus6 the 
results of a special workshop seasiod to be held on Monday e\iening 
prior to the official opening of the Symposium. 

A new innovation this yea'I: is that of exhibits which will be set 
up in a '1:0<>tii · adjoining those for the tech · al s Thus, there 
w e an opportunity to exa.niine some of the latest hardwax-e fox-
RFI applications away from the hU8Ue and bustle of the IEEE Show. 
The usuai cocktail party on Tuesday evening will be held .in the sa.ne 
room with the exhibits. Also, a banquet and luncheon are planned as 
in px-evious year�

.-

... -- "�� 
NINTH �OUR CONFER.ENCE - October 15-17, 1963:

\ 
Notices have gone out stating that the Ninth Tri-Service Con- '·. 

Armour Research Foundation in Chicago 01f:October lS-17, 1963, 
ference on .Electromagnetic Compatibility will be conducted by 

)

' 

at the Museum. of Science and Industry. A dassified session, if there 
is· enough interest, will be held on the Illinois Institute of Technology 
campus. ISO word abstract11 should be submitted by 1 July 1963 to 
J.E. :Bridges. Conference Chairman. Terry Jackson is program /" 

ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION To CHANGE NAME; 

The Ar:i:nou:r Researc:h Foundation has sent out a statement to the 
effect that, on June 1, 1963, it will become the lIT Reseaich Institute. 

AMERICAN STAND.ARDS .ASSOCIATION REVISES RAD HAZ COMMIT
TEE: 
� L. Albin ·of the Fairchild Camera g. Instrument CoJ!lpany, 
IESE delegate to the American StandaJ.'d11 Association Committee 



C-95.re1>9rted informally on the inoet recent m.eetmg. The original 
scope of the cOl'.DJDlttee covered electromagnetic hazards to mankind. 
volatile materials, and explosive devices in the frequency range !Ob 
to 100 gc, and excluded infrared, x-raya and other ionizing radiations. 
Six sub-committees were e·stabliahed, including 

1. Teat Techniqu.es, Procedures and Inatrum.ents 
z. Terminology and Pertinent .Equipm.ent Nomenclatures 
3. Units o£ MeasureJnents 
4. Safety Levels • Personnel 
5. Safety Levels - Ordnance 
6. Safety Levels - Volatile Materials 

Du.ring the two years since inception of the committee (15 Feb, 
1960), Subcommittee Zand 3 were consolidated, and Subcommittees 
5 and 6 were inactive� The latter have· been deactivated for lack of 
data OD which to establish ·adequate standards at this time. 

The sub,;.comtnitt.ee OD Test Technique&. Procedareu and lnstru.-
m.�on reported' on measuring devices as follows: 

"The desirable characteris�cs- of a suitable rf :inte:i;isity 
measuring device have divided into phi1Jical, electrical and 
psychological pa.raniet!lrs; These param.eters are of design 
objectives, and may not necessarily be attainable within the 
present s�te-of-the-art. Recomm_endations will not be made 
:fo:c- specific instrum.ents, b\1t :c-ather for the desi:c-able charac
teristics fo:c-. 'instrwnents · to be used by. induat:c-y and govern-' 
m.ent. An evaluation of available instrum.ents and those unde:c
de-velopm.ent iB in p:c-ogress. " 

Subcommittee Z and 3, Terminology and Units of Measurement, :c-e
ported that an interim draft of some 700 terms bad been j;OJl'lpiled 
in the areas of instrumentation. measurement, and definition of 
b=a:c-ds, and will be sent to the BuS�ps spo11Bor fot reproduction 
and clistriblllion. The next gene:c-al 111ee;ting £or ASA Sectional 
Committee C-95 will be held 25 June 1963 at ASA Headquarters, 
New York City. 

RF NOJSE AGAIN USED IN PRODUCTION TESTING: 

Aviation Week & Space Technology, January 7, _ 1963, bad a. page 
;u-tlcle titled "Potential Failures Detected by Rz'._N_oise" by Philip 
;J. Klaas. The first four pal!"agraphs a:c-e as follows: 

- "New technique for detecting incipient malfuncticms and locating 
iuterm.ittent faults which are difficult to iJnd in avionics equipment 
bas been developed by Minneapolis-Honeywell's Aeronautical. Division 
in Mhmeapolis. 

"The tei;:bnique is based on the discovery· that im.perfecti,ons in. 
solder joints and minute breaks or discontinuities in inte:c-nal corn
ponent cQJlJlections ge�erate a :c-adio frequency (RF) noise which is 

. supe�sed on the power supply voltage. The idea is credited to 
Frank_Hagert, anM-H evaluation engineer. 

"Recently the technique was used to discove:c- 10 faulty compon
ents in a group of 140 am.plifier-dem.odulators for tbeF-104 flight 
control system. These had successfully passed operational cali
bration. tests and Dlight otherwise ha.ve gone undetected until they 
failed unde:c- ellpOSUJ:"e -to mecbanic&L or tber ZDal -slioclc. The faulty 
components included diodes, transistors, capacitors, t:c-ansfonners 
and cOJlJlections, according to Hagert. · 

"The new technique i11 being used on the assembly line olc"Honey
well's F-104 .flight control system ud_ is plamied for use on the 
attitu.de-.flight co11tr-ol system, which the cornpany will supply for the 
Qeroini and Apollo spacecraft. The technique is not useful in dis
covering short o:c- open circuits or· com.pone�te which aze drifting 
in value. but other techniques can serve this p,u-pose. " 

In transmitting the above article to your editor, R.A. Schwarz, 
Supervisor, Sub:Conuact Program.s, Aeronautical Division, Minne-
apolis-Honeywell, stated in part: _ _ 

"· •••• ;()u:c-·work with this technique at Honeywell covers a 
time peri.;id of almost 5 years. Smee. the first identification .of this 
phenomena,· we· have found increasing application for these techniques 
and are current:i:y installing eqid�ent QD two production lines. We 
anti.cipat.e additional data over the iiext several rnonth.& which will 
provide sta�tical background fc:,r the a.pp1:i,ca.tion of this technique 
on a variety of cb-cuits, components, and· systems. 

"OUr ¥tivities to date have been conce,;itrated in � areas: 
(l) Use o!,RF Testing to .i!lentify intermittent type failures on de-

- Vices with reported. blter:nrlttent type failures �hich have not been 

z 

identifiable by normal test methods, and (2) Evaluation of RF 
Testmg on a sam.ple large enough to demonstrate its feasibility 
fo:c- production piu,poaes. 

"At this point, we are convinced tbat this technique is a 
ustµul tool fo:c- identifying potential failures not discernable 
by ordinary test methods, We do not as yet, however, have 
sufficient statietical data on the field operational experience 
on equipments tested by' this method to show a significant 
difference in operational :c-eliability. A pl!'ogram. is unde:rway 
to gather this data. Honeywell is also investigating this tech
nique as a meane for :c-eli.ability testing of individual parts. 11 

REDUCING NOISE In SYNC PULSES: 

Under the title "Unique Synchronbing Technique In
creases Digital T:c-ansmission Rates" is a 3-page arti"1.e by 
K. Roedl and-R. Stonel'. Gene:c-al Dynamics/Elecil'onics, 
San Diego. Calif., in Electronics, Mal'ch is. 1963. The sub
title and pa:c-ts of the first three p�ragrap� ai;e as follows: 

"A major problem in achieving fasier and mo� accut'ate 
radio transmission of digital data .to remote receiving stations 
is that 9f. synchronizing µte transmitting and receiymg systems. 
With high-.stability timing systems, an initial synchronization 
is usually adequate fo:c- the reception of short messages, but 
fo:c- longer messages it becomes necessary to reeynchronize 
periodically on the tranmnitted data. 

. "Some of the methods developed use the leading o:c- trail
ing edge of.the l'Dceived pulses for synchronization. In :c-adio 
transmissions, however, these edges are affected by noise 
and ;may shift to such an extent that the timing obtained become 
inaccurate and unreliable. A received signal afteJ:" demodula
tion inay be narrowed or .widened as a result of noise (Fig. lA}. 

"Methods to diminish the detrimental effects of noise have 
been developed using the_ ce4ter of the :c-eceived pul8e instead 
of the edges. Since laboratory tests have shown tha.t the center 
of a modulated signal shUts notic-bly less tbanct,he edges when 
affected by noise, mo:c-e accurate synchronization may be ob
tained this -way. At any signal-to-noise ratio tolerable for l'e
liable communications. the pulse center renia.illB relatively 
stable ••••• " 

ARTICLES Oli' INTEI\EST IN IEEE PROCEEDINGS -

MARCH 1963 

�escription. of the Noia e Performance of .Amplifiers and , 
Receivitig System.s: 

An article of six and o·ne-ha.lf pages_ Sponsored by IEEE 
Subcommittee -7. 9 on Noise. The first two para.graphs of the 
introduction a:c-e as follows: 

· · 

"IN.GENERAL the outpnt noise of a receiving syiitem con
�s c0;mponents contri:t,uted not only by the te"rmination at 
the input of the receiving system but also by the receiving 
system itself. Fu:c-the:c-m.o:c-e, the output signal-to-noise :c-atio 1 

of the_ system will depend not only 07:1 the output noise but 
also on the nature of the signal that is iii?,�:c-essed upon the 
input of the receiver. _Hence, any m.eaningful evaluation of the 
noise pe:c-fonna.nce of a receiver when used in a particulal' 
system inust jnclude considerations 0£ the S(!Urce.; that con
tribute to the output noise, the bandwidth and gain of the re
ceiving system in all of its :c-eeponses, the nature of the signal 
·and the efficacy of the output utilization ci:c-c�t. It is evident 
that no single number can describe completely how well a. given 
:c-eceiver will pe:,;form in all kinds of systeins. 

"What, then, are_ the pertinent attribute a of a receivei-• 
and how a2:e they measured an4 quoted? From the viewpoint 
of ·the designer of the receiver, the attributes must be :c-eadily 
measurable� From the viewpoint of the designer of the system. 
the DUD1bers quoted "by the receive:c- -designer must be Buch that 
the output signal-to-no�ee-_:c-a.tio (SNR) under opel'ating con
ditions -can be calculated. " 

Inforina�on &pacity.of Fading Channels.Under Conditions of 
Intense lnterfere11ce: 

Under the above title, is a 10-page article by J.P. Costas. 



The aummary states: 
"The newer, more efficient data transmission systems 

which are designed to c� channol variations or interference. 
or both, require information concerning the channel variations 
for proper operation. Although it is seldom recognized. such 
systems IDUBt receive and proceBB two �•ti.net types of infor
mation. The first, and quite obvious, type of information con
ce� the intelligence signal which is provided as an output 
from the r�cei'Ying terminal of_the system. The aecomi, a.cl 
much less obvious, type of information concerns medium vari
ations.  "This information is normally used internally at the :re
ceiver terminal in order that proper procesaing of the received 
sipal may be obtained. As the chaDDel SNR progressively 
worsens, the total info�tion capacity of the channel must of 
necessity decrease. Eventually the total info:rination capacity 
of the chaml.el becomes so small that the receiver ill de�"'d 
the required information conce:i-ning medium variations and 
proper operation of sy11tems of the ahf,ve type is no longer 
poBBible. 

"This paper is concemed with the limiting case of very 
eJDall channel SNR's that are below the 1-el reqaired for ana
lysi11 of the medium at the receiver. The channel capacity of 
an ideal or non-fading chami.el is derived for reference plU'
posea and in order that an estimate of the information rate loss 
due to medium variations at low SNR• a  DJ&Y he obtained. The 
problem of data transmission over a fading channel under con:. 
ditiona of iDtenae interference is approached in an intuitive 
manner. A system for operation under such conditions is pro
posed which appears to offer the beat performance possible. 
The performance of this pr oposed system is then �yll!ed to 
yield capacity formulaa for the conditions specified. No proof 
ia given that the system proposed is, in fact, ideal but the re
sulting capacity formulas are believed to be correct in form and 
sufficiently accul'ate in a quantitative sense for useful practical 
application. 

· 11The :ti>athematic;al app1'oach used is �iciently general to 
pel'Dµt inclusion of random system variatio� (such as oscilla
tor phase) aa part of the medium. variations and hence the re
sults are believed to be applicable to a wide variety of com
munications situations including deep-space p1:obe teleinetry. " 

Gate Noise in Field Effect Transistors at Moderately High 
Fresnenclee: 

Under the above title, A Van Der Ziel, Electrical Engineer
ing Department, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Mum. • 
has a 6-page article. The aum.mary states in part: 

11At higher frequ.encies the gate noise of a field effect 
transistor increases rapidly with increasing frequ.ency. This 
effect ia hel'e attributed to the thermal noise of the conducting 
channel and :I.a caused by the capacitive coupling between the 
channel and the gate. " 

Fluctuation Componen� of Atmospheric Noise Temperature: 

Under the above title, Torleiv O1'baug, National Radio 
Ast1'onomy Observatory,·  Green Bank, W. Va • •  bas a letter 

· with 3 figures. Parts of the first two paragraphs are aa 
follows:

11Dul'ing the period December 1961 -Jim� 1962 ofllservationa 
of 8-lcmc atmospheric noise were conducted at the National 
Radio Astronomy Observatory in Green Bank. W. Va. , using 
a TWT ewitched-lc,ad radiometer. A fixed IZ-foot parabolic 
anknn.a was used as receiving antenna. The purpos� of the ob
servations was to investigate the fluctuation of atmospheric 
thermal noise, with particular regard to practical sensitivity 
of :radio astronomical observations in the microwave region. 

"Large variations in atmospheric brightness temperature 
were observed during rain conditions. and there is good cor
rslation between observed and .,._eioretical brightness temper
atures {accol'ding to data giving the absorption coefficient of 
raindrops published by Gwm and East1). The variations of at
mospheric brightness temperature are also ing,od agreem.ent 
with almila.t observations made at 6 kmc by Hogg and Sem
plak. z-3 As they pointed out, appreciable increases in system 
noise tempel'ature .may be encountered during Ullfavorable 
meteorological conditio..99. " 
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Measurements of Electromete:r Tu.be Noise 

U:ader the above title, Nol'ton W. Bell, Bell I, Howell Rea. Center, 
Pasadena. Calif. • has a column in correspondence with one figure. 
Part of the first paragraph ia as follows: 

"Elecuometer tubes are widely used to measure small currentti;. 
Under cettain conditions. the major source of noise in wch meaaure
menta iln,the electromete:r tube. The noise spectral density of nine• 

· teen_ type-5886 tubes has been measured between one and 1000 cps. 
The reaw.ts are shown in Fig. 1 for the best. median, and worst
tubes. " 

Noise. Characteristics of Cold Cathodes 

Under the above title, K. Ramanathan, R. Johannes,  P. Cbolet, 
Philco Corp. , Blue Bell, Pa. , have a 3- 1 / 2  column letter with 2 
figures. Part of the first paragraph ia as follows: 

"Considerable interest has been shown recently in developing 
cold cathodes capable of delivel'ing: ltjgh;current densities at a re
lati.vely low noise level. These cathodes emit hot electrons. Hot 
electrons are electrons accelerated by high fields acrose a metal"".in• 
aulator-metal sandwich which can achieve energies considerably in 
exceaa of those of electrons in thermal equilibrium. with the lattice. 
These energetic electrons will be enutted into a vacuum if they do not 
lose their energy thx'ough dissipative proces11es during penetratic,n � 
the surface bal'rier into vaciu.um. " 

ITEMS OF INTER.EST IN ELECTRONIC DESIGN. MARCH 15, 1963: 

Radar Echoes From Mars: 

•'$-band rac1a1' signals_ have been successfully bounced off Mare 
by Jet Propulsfon Laboratory's Goldstone, Calif • •  station. The radar 
echc,es :lDdicate· Mars I topography is much like that of earth. The 
signals are l'&diated .at Z388 Mc from a 100 -Kw transmitter; they azee 
concentrated by an 85-foot parabolic antenna into an O. 3-degree-wide 
beam with - effective radiated power of 25 billion watts. About l 
watt of ·thia is intercepted by Mars, and about s·per cent is reflected 
back to the Goldstou.e antenna. The lZS-million-ini.le round trip path 
of the signals is the longest known transmission of signals generated 
in the Western World. " 

Soviet Mara Probe May Support Theory On Magnetic Field: 

11 The Russione amlOUDCed that the Mars vehicle had diecc,vered 
a thlrd :radiation·belt around the earth. The radiation is not expected 
to be atl'ong enough to �per manned apace flight. 11 

Spectrum Signat\ll'e Measurements: Radar Systems: 

Under the above title iB a 4-page article by H. M. Sacha, Deputy 
Director of Technical Operations, Electromagnetic Compatibility 
Analysis Center, .Ann.our Research Foundation, �polis,  Md, 
The sub-title states: 

"Limitations of teat equipment and variability of data put practical 
limitations on forms of RFl data. Here are appro::icim.ations that can 
be inade to obtain data: for interference prediction. '' 

--- --·--·- ---- - __ ..... _ ... ___ _ _ _ _  _ 

Simple Network �iv4:s Sharp Frectuenc:y Rejection: 

Adjustable Frequency RejectionFilter, Patent No. 3, 009, 121.  
William V. Loebenatein. 

"A simple and inexpensive rejection filter can be built usjng a 
tunable RC network. For audio applications,  needle 11cratch and 60-
cp11 hum. are eliminated with equal facility. Two or more such filters 
in aerie• are ca�ble _of the simultane0\111 and inclepe�end rejection 
of separate freqllenciea. 

''Superimposed clc is unaHec�d over the entire tunable range, 
since the network :includes a de pa.th, comprising resistor 42 and 43. 
that offers conatant a_ttenuatlOD to de rega�ese of network tuning. 11

INTERACTION Of AEROSOLS Alid .Aill IONS: 

Under the above title ie a report by Dr. Karl E. Schaefel' and 
J'anies H. Dougherty of the U. S. _ Naval Medical Research Laboratory, 
Sumna.iine Base, New London, Connecticut. The Introduction is as 
follows: 



"Under conditions of prolonged confinement in the closed space 
of a submarine or a space capsule rnicroclimat:ic factors such as 
aerosols and ions might.become in:tportant. We have observed a io -
ZO fold increase in condensation nuclei and in the number of positive 
and negative ions in the air of conventional fleet-type submarines 
dttring submergence (1. 2). It was also found that the concentration of 
aerosols is significantly elevated in submerged nuclear powered sub
marines and reached a steady state concentration of 0.4 ug/L in 
approximately 100 hours (3). The level of air ions in nuclear powered 
submarines is. ingeneral, not different from that of the natural atzno
sphere and averages leas than 1000/ml for both positive and negative 
ions (3). 

11The effects of electrically charged particles {ions) on man and 
animals have been studied quite extensively in the past. but have pro~ 
dttced controversial results. The experimental conditions were not 
clearly defined; one investigator might be using small ions and another 
one medium or large ions. And furthermore, interaction of aerosols 
present in the air with ions was generally neglected. 

"In preparation for studies of ·physiological effects of ions on 
man, we have attempted to clarify the interaction of aerosols and 
ions, and also to determine what amount of ions present in the atmo
sphere is inhaled through a respiratory mask and actually reaches the 
airways. 11 

SOME JNT.ERESTING STATEMENTS In 11FAIL-SAFE11
: 

The authors of the book "FAIL-SAFE" have brought out several 
of the problems which exist in electronics today and which are not 
usually mentioned in public. Add to these 11interference11 and one 
can see why the military is so concerned. 

Page 157: 
11He had in mind the public warning, several years previously, 

by Admiral L.D. Coates. the Chief of Naval Research, which admit
ted that insiders knew: electronic gear was becoming so complex that 
its was outstripping the ability of man to control it,; complexity of new 
generations of machines was increasing the danger of accidents faster 
than safeguards could be-devised. The statement had never been 
countered but simply igno:red. " 

Page 159: 
"But the whole system had one big flaw in it. Nobody could 

be certain that the black boxes would actually work properly in a 
shOwdown. The reason was simple. There had never been a show
down, and there never could be a sure test showdown - A showdown 
meant war ••• 11 

Page 187: 
"The fact of the matter is that the machines move so fast, 

are capable of such subtle mistakes, are so intricate. that in a real 
war situation a man might not have the time to know whether a machine 
was in error or was telling the truth. 11 

''R-F SHIELDING MATERIALS'' 

Under the above title Albert R. Kall and Fred K-ugler. Ark Elec
tronics Corporation, Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, have written a 
letter to the Editor of Electllonic Industries, March 1963, which brings 
out some points of difference with an article entitled "A Comparison 
of R-F Shielding Materiala 11 in the December 1962 issue of the same 
publication. 

USING MAGNETIC SHIELDING MATERIALS 

Under the above title, C. M. Jorgenson. Chief Enginef.'r, Magneti,c 
Shield Div. , Perfection Mica Co. , Chicago. lll. • has written a page 
article with 8 photographs and 2 charts in the March 1963 issue of 
Electrical Design News. The first 4 paragraphs are: 

"In the past few years a family of shock-insensitive, relatively 
low-retentive magnetic shielding materials bas been developed. They 
are ferrous alloys designed exclusively for shielding purposes. The 
use of nickel in the alloy greatly increases the magnetic conductivity 
(permeability) while decreasing its level of saturation. Whether a high
or low-permeability shield is used depends on the field intensity and 
the desired attenuation. 
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Problem and Solutions 

"The basic problem is to :find the smallest. least expen
sive shield that will do the job. A .high-permeability material 
provides large attenuations in field strength but at the same 
time tends to saturate easily. Shielding a 40-gauss field by 
using a material that saturates at 30 gauss is equivalent to a 
IO-gauss field with no shield at all. If, however, low-perme
ability shielding is used exclusively for all high-intensity fielC 
the shielding material becomes bulky and expensive. 

"The best approach to shielding a high-intensity field is to 
use layers of low~ and high-permeability materials. That is, 
a material with a low permeability and high saturation point h 
used to shunt most of the field. A second layer of high-perme 
ability material then provides sensitive, low-level shielding f, 
the field that is left. In many cases more than one layer of ea, 
type is used. This is best determined empirically. 

"The low-permeability material is put on the high-field 
intensity side of the shield. This dual-layer shield will allow 
a wider range of field intensity to be accommodated withottt 
signif,icant reduction in the effectiveness of the shielding. The 

low-permeability material provides the first line of defense 
against high-intensity fields while the second layer provides a 
high-magnetic conductivity for low-level fields.!' 

A typical test set-up for calibration of magnetic probe is 
shown. 

CORONA And TREEING BREAKDOWN Of INSULATION: 

The April, 1963, issue of Insulation carries Part 3 of an 
article titled 11Corona and Treeing Brea.R.down of Insulation 
Progress and Problems" by Murray.Olyphant, Jr •• Electri
cal Products Laboratory, 3M Company, St. Paul, Minnesota. 
The Sub-title states: 

11The first two parts of this article in the Febrttary and 
March issues dealt with corona breakdown processes; erosion 
and breakdown in practice; corona starting and extinction 
(laminar voids, external coridUctors, effCct-of presSure ari.d 
temperature. spherical voids, corona extinction voltage, and 
self-extinction, void conduction); methods of accelerating 
breakdown by voltage acceleration and frequency acceleration: 
and corona resistance test data for a large number of insula
ting materials. The final and concluding part discusses treein 
breakdown tests at considerable length and provides an excel
lent summary along with a complete list of references. 11 

There are 43 references. 

SITE NOISE And Its CORRELATION With VElllCULAR TRAFl 
DENSITY: 

Proceedings of the LR. E. Australia, January, 1963, con
tained a 7-page article under the above title by A. G. Ellis, 
Postmaster-General's Department, Melbourne, Victoria. 
The summary states: 

111n the VHF and UHF ranges, one of the major para
meters associated with the prediction of radiotelephone 
system perform.a.nee is the effective noise factor. This fac
tor is a combination of the receiver's internal noise factor. 
a relatively small and constant component, and another noise 
£actor, called the site noise factor, which assesses the in
tensity of the noise fields enveloping the receiver's antenna. 

"Although this latter component has long been known to 
vary from site to site, its magnitude for planning purposes 
has hitherto been 8.rbitrarily set at one of several discrete 
levels, the one chosen being determined solely by the size 
of the city in the vicinity of the site. 

"This paper shows that predictions of greater accuracy 
are obtained when the site noise is related to the nearby traf
fic de'nsity, and as a result of meas11rements taken at various 
site~ in Victoria and New South Wales, suggests the law be
tween them. 

11The measurement technique and the individual results 
and their anomalies are also discussed in detail." 



Estunated Sky Temperatures Due to Rain for the Microwave 
Band 
---U--nder the above title, D. C. Hogg, R. A. Semplak, Bell 
Telephone Labs • •  Inc. , Holmdel, N. J. • have a 1 - 1 /2 column 
in the correspondence section. Part of the first paragraph is as 
follows: 

Measurements of sky noise due to rain at 6 Ge, reported 
previously (1),  are used here to calculate that effect at other 
frequencies in the microwave band, The method of calculation 
is as follows. Since the attenuation coefficient of rain and es
pecially ita dependence in frequency is well established (2) 
one is able to derive the equivalent thickness of a homogeneous 
layer of rain above a vertically beamed receiving an.�nna for 
a given noise measurement, the rain rate at the receiving 
site being known. 1 1 

Measurement of Microwave Interference at 4 Ge Due to 
Scatter by Ram. 

Under the above title, D. C. Hogg, R, A. Semplak, D. A. 
Gray, Bell, Telephone Labs. , Inc. , Holmdel, N. J. • have a 
2 column and one figure letter. First two paragraphs are 
as follows: 

"The effect of noise emission by rain at 6 Ge has been dis
cussed previously. From these data one is able to estinl.ate 
the magm� of this source of noise for the entire centinleter
wave band, However, during testa employing a low-noise 
receiVing system operating at 4 Ge on Crawford Hill , Holmdel, 
N. J. , the observed background level during rainstorms was 
much bighei- than could be attributed to noise emi11sion alone, 

"It waslnown that ground-based tran11-nutters operating in 
the 4160 to 4180 Mc band of the receiver were located in the 
vicinity of Crawford Hill, and it was suspected that trans
missions from these sources were being ecattered into the 
receiving system. This communication discusses one such 
observation. " 

The FM Random-Noise Threshold: 

1n the March-April 1963 iasue of Fre�ncy, Elie J. 
Baghdady, Adcom, Inc. , Canibridge, Mass. , has a five-page 
article under the above title. The sub-title 11tates: 

" Despite long experience with the threshold phe!lomenon 
in FM systems, some rather basic questions about it have 
dragged along for yea:re without satisfacto:ry settlement. 
Dr, Baghdady's discuesion clarifies some of the fundamental _ 
issues on this controversial subject. " 

PUZZLED About HUM-M ? :  

Radio- Electronics,  April 1963, carries a ?-column 
article by Anthony Prasil with the above title. The first 
paragraph states: 

"The article "Puzzled About Hum.' by Norman H. Crowhurst 
which appeared in the .January 1:961 issue is excellent. It 
especiallyinterests mebecause for many years I have been 
designing and b,.;.ilding very-low-noiile preamplifi.ers,  both 
vacu.wn-tube and transistor types.  Since these are required 
to amplify signals as small as the Johnson noise of the input 
resiatance (between 1 and 10  uv, depending on the system 
bandwidth), the slightest anaount of bum pickup is very obvious 
and must be eradicated. Doing this sort of work, one soon 
learns the many pitfalls which may be encountered and the way 
to cure the trouble at hand. You also learn to avoid the sa:rne 
mistakes in future designs. " 

The STRANGE CASE 0£ The 60-CYCLE HUM 

General Electric, in the Mal"ch 1st, 1 963 issue of Electro
nic Design, ran an advertisement in which one column was de
voted to a discussion under the title "The Strange Case of the 
60-Cycle Hum". The text of the article, minu,i; the wiring 
diagram, is as follows : 

."Who would evel" have thought that this sunple, innocent 
looking circuit would be the cause of mysterious, sporadic 
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interference in AM l"adio receivers in certain locations, but not in 
others" RF measuren,ents in laboratory showed absolutely nothing! 

"Keith Howell, the Erle Stanley Gardner or our Application 
Engineers, relates this harrowing tale. Analysis of reports showed 
the trou.ble to be a 60-cycle hum_that reared its ugly head only when 
the receiver was tuned to certain local stations (and considering the 
qoality of the music some of them play it was a neat trick to identify 
a hum in the first place). Once identified, Keith relates the guilty 
party was summ.arily dealt with and the case solved. In the laboratory, 
and later in the field, careful detective work demonstrated that the 
circuit was essentially a diode modulator for an RF signal riding on 
the power line. 

"Once the mystery was solved, of course, it was a cinch to eli
minate the problem. The cure was 1a1unply to bypass the rectifier 
with a .  005 m!d ceramic disc capacitor. (The same capacitor could 
also be connected across the line, but this removed the RF signal 
which the receiver was using and was not 100% effective in ver-y
strong-signal areas) ,  Case solved. Everybody happy. But an im
portant moral should be drawn, Rectifie:r_s don't generally produce 
l"adio interference, except by their effect on external circuitry, as 
in thiEI case of the inadvertent diode modulator. " 

A GE in-house paper titled "Controlled Rectifiers and Radio 
Interference" by E, E. Von Zastrow, Application Engineel"ing Center, 
Rectifier Components Department, General Electric Company, 
Auburn, New York, No. 200. 3 3-6 1 ,  can be obtained through Mr . 
E. K. Howell, Application Engineering Centel", at the above add1"ess. 

NUCLEAR RADIATION EFFECTS CONFERENCE: 

Announcement has been znade for "the Fil"st Tentative Schedule of 
Technical Sessions Summer General Meeting and Nuclear Radiation 
Effects " Conference to be held in the Royal York Hotel, Toronto, 
Ontario, .June 1"6-Zlst, 1963. Additional information may be obtained 
from Edward C, Day. Assistant Staff Secretary, Technical Operations 
Committee, IEEE, Bo:x A, Lenox Hill, Station, New Yoi-k Z l ,  N. Y. 

LUNAR EXCURSION MODULE (LEM) CONTRACT: 

Ground Support Equipment (GSE), February/March 1963 has this 
to say, on page 10, about the above: 

"· • • •  The requirements for the electronics check-out of the 
Lunar Module will literally and figuratively be out of this world, 
as safe return from the surface of the moon to the Apollo Space 
Craft will rely on the .functioning of the module electronics, The LEM 
electronics will have to have extreniely high reliability and there 
apparently will have to be some sort of on-board test  and check-out 
equipment. This on-board equipment will have to have extreme reli
ability and enviromnental requirements beyond any test equipment 
built to date. The solution of the problems posed by LEM should pro
vide int.9resting advances in the ad of. electronics testing. " 

ASTIA CHANGES Its" NAME: 

ASTIA, the Armed Services Teclmical Information Agency, is 
now being reorganized and named as the Defense Documentation 
Center for Scientific and Technical Information (DDC). It will be a 
clearing house for defense research efforts and "

will absorb the func
tions of other military document centers. The aim is to  get classified 
documents more quickly to eligible contractors, set up technical re
port quality standards, and pl"ess the military services to enforce 
contractor obligations to submit technical reports. 

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC CONSOLIDATES B.FI/ D4C WORK: 

A new,s item_ in Electronic News, Monday, April 15, 1963, 
states as follows: 

"North Adams, Mass. - Sprague Electric Co. , has consolidated 
its radio interference f':dter, wave filter and electro-magnetic inter
ference control activities in a "new Filter division, according to 
Robert C. Sprague, chairman of the board and chief e:icecutive officer. 

"The new Filter division will have its headquartel"s at the com
pany's Marshall Street plant here, and will be headed by Frederick 
S. Scarborough as division m�ger.



"The continued growth and increasing complexity of Sprague1s 
interference control field service and filter operations have re

sulted in corporate decision to elevate them to a full divisional sta.tu.s. 
in view of their increasing importance in th~ company's over-all 
sales, engineering serviees. and production picture. it was said. 

11The new division will be responsible for interference control and 
filter activities here and at the company• s Vandalia, Ohio and Los 
Angeles, Calif. operations, with production supP.Ort continuing fro:JD 
the company's general manufacturing operations in Visalia., Calif.• 
and North Adams. n 

What You Must Know To USE FERRIT.ES At LOW FREQUENCIES: 

Under the above title, Donald Leibowitz, RCA Princeton, 
Princeton, N. :r., has written a 4-page article in Electronics, 
March ls~ 1963. The first paragraph states: 

11The purpose of this article is to give engineers a clear picture 
of what they can do with ferrites and what ferrites can do for them. 
This picture willbe conveyed by (a) ·describing the elementary theory 
of ferromagnetism, (b) discussing the llnportant design criteria in 
the use of ferrites, (c) listing the applications of ferrites to engineer
ing and electr:oni.cs problem.a, and (d) discussing the possibilities 
and limitations in the manufacture of ferrite materials." 

COAXIAL CABLE SLIDE RULE: 

A coaxial cable slide rule has been developed by Phelps Dodge 
to offer quick reference for calculation of performance data and 
physical specifications of Foamflex coaxial cable. The slide rule 
rapidly provides ~ormation on attenuation, including frequency 
and decibles; average power rating in frequency and kilowatts; 
physical dimensions of outer and inner conductors; plus weights, 
rninimnrn bending radius, and other useful data. The slide rule may 
be obtained by writing to: Phelps Dodge Electronic Products Corp.• 
P.O • .Box 187, 60 Dodge Avenue, North Haven. Connecticut. 

ARMY PROTECTS MISSILES AGAINST STRAY R-F: 

Electronics, a McGraw-Hill Public.ition, has given permission 
to reprint the above titled article in their April S, 1963 issue, by 
George V. Novotny, Associate Editor. The sub-title states: 
noevelops new- techniques to keep warheads safe near strong trans
mitters." There are two schematics and two pictures. 

"Dover, N. ~. - AA2XV are the call letters assigned by FCC tw0 
weeks ago to a unique radio station authorized to operate on all 
frequencies from 100 Kc to 10 Ge. 

11lts task is to protect our missiles and ordnance items from being 
blown up accidentally by a burst of radiated r-f from a radar. com
munication. or command transmitter that has just the right fre
quency and field strength to actuate the warhead squibs. 

11Station AAZXV is part of a new installation being raised by 
Army's Munitions Command at Picatinny Arsenal, t:o study the effects 
of radiated r-f on nuclear and conventional warheads, projectiles 

and other electrically triggered ordnance items. 
"The facility will base a continuing program to teat all ordnance 

items as developed for susceptibility to r-f heating. Testing has 
started on warheads to develop standards for r-f environment 
tolerances at weapon sites. 

11Pi.catinny is also developing protective filters to keep harmful 
r-f radiation out of explosive squibs in ordnance item.a. and study
ing akin shielding techniques. Other protective measures may in
clude coded actuating devices not susceptible to ordinary r-f. 

"Six Transmitters - The wide frequency range will be covered 
by six separate trait.emitters, with radiated power capability of 
250 to 500 watts c-w and pulses over 1 Kw in the 350 Mc to 10 Ge 
range, and over 1 Kw in the lower ranges; there will .be provisions for 
frequency sweep; modulation, .and for vertical. horizontal or 
circular polarization. Field strengths at the site will range up to 
100 volts/meter for the far-field tests. 

"Power Sensors - Warhead tests are conducted on specimens 
wired with sensltive am.bient-tempera~re-compensated vacuum
deposited thermocouples, installed within 0. 003 in. of the squib bridge 
wires. 

11Developed by the Naval Weapo~s Lab.in Dahlgren. Va.• these 
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sensors can detect power levels of ZOO microwatts in the 
bridge wires, without disturbing in any way the r-f integrity 
of the miHile. Other r-f sensing devices are small crystal 
video detectors, which are tn9re sensitive but have to be 
wired into the missile circuit. 

"Army spokesmen said Picatinny will conduct further de
vel9pment of mo_re sensitive sensing devices, and testing 
techniques such as the use of modulated r-f to eliminate effects 
of n~ise and temperature variations. 

11Teat Facilities - When completed, the Army facility 
will have a large r-f anechoic chaD1ber where smaller items 
can be tested without outside radiation. For low r -f frequencies 
a cage is being developed in which low-frequency radiations will 
be simulated by generating alternate electric and magnetic 
fields perpendicular to each other at the correct intervals. 

"Although the other .two services, as well as the AEC, 
are doing work in this area, Army spokesmen indicated the 
Picatinny installation will be the largest and most complete of 
its kind. A conference on Hero {Hazzards_ of Electromagnetic 
Radiation to Ordnance) techniques will be held in May at the 
lfranklin Institute in Philadelphia." 

An editorial comment on the general subject of radiation 
appeared as follows: 

Radiation as a Weapon? 
11

~ r-f radiation be used to down enemy missiles. either as 
an offensive weapon or as a protective shield surrounding a 
large area!i' 

"Army won't say, and Picatinny is not working on this 
aspect of the problem for ~e time being. It appears that a lot 
of power is required for such action - too much, with avail
able power sources. for mobile r-f antimissile projector 
units. A:n r-f shield protecting a country would be a mammoth 
project using ~e power of many Niagaras, and probably could 
not guarantee any results. 

11But all this may change as we learn more about what 
happens when r-f gets inside a missile, and as smaller and 
more powerful energy sources are developed. 11 

RUSSIAN MVlSION Of INTERFERENCE SPECIFICATION, 1954: 

The f0llowing abstract was sent in to the PTG-RFI News
letter by Herbert K. Mertel, EMC Engineer. United Control 
Corporation, Seattle 14, Washington, with the following commen 
in part: "Recently, I had the opportunity to review an indus
trial interference specification from the U. S. S. R. I found this 
document of considerable interest since the interference meas
urement approach is quite similar to the one described in our 
early military interference specifications. I abstracted the 
main points of this document for PTG-RFI membets hip infor-
-mation •••••• 11 

Abstract 

11NORMS FOR MAXlMUM ADMISSIBLE INDUSTRIAL 
RADIO INTERFERENCE11• A • Zharow, Chief of State In
spection Committee for Electrical Communication of the U.S. 
s~ R. Communications Ministry, Moskau 1961. 

This document is a revision of the interference specific
ation issued in 1954. The introduction starts with "Radio - the 
~genious invention of the great Russian scientist A. S. Popov 
• •••• 11• Other highlights of the introduction are "the problem 
of combating industrial radio interference has acquired even 
greater urgency ••••• The struggle against industrial radio 
interference should be (executed) pr~arily by suppressing 
the interference at its sources through design and circuitry 
changes .••• Readers remarks and preferences for possible 
incorporation in subsequent editions of the norms ••••• should 
be addressed to the (see source Of document) 11• 

The docu:ment gives the spec limits for every possible type 
of electrical/ electronic industrial equipment that may exist,, 
including: railway rolling stock. automobiles, motor cycles. 
telephones, fiuorescent lights, aircraft electrical equipment, 
vending machines, etc. 

The spec limits are in micro-volts for conducted and ra
diated : measurements when measured with a standard inter
ference receiver and test setup. The limits are given only 
for frequencies of. 15 to 400 Mc/ s even though the definition 



states ''Industrial interference is a term applied to the radio 
frequency components of the spectra of electrOJDagnetic pro
cesses at frequencies of 10 Kc/a to 30 Ge/a ••••• 11• 

The specifications for the etandard receiver are given.. The 
3- db bandwidth is given for each frequency range: lZ-150 Kc/ s 
= l. 5 Kc t ZO'll,, .15-20 Mc/s = 9 Kc/a+ 10/ -30%, 20 -150 
Mc/a= 100 Kc/a! 10%. 150-400 Mc/8 • 200 Kc/a! 10%. The 
image rejection is to be Z0 to 40 db, the discharge tim.e con
stant 600 m-sec., the frequency accuracy! 5o/o and the ampli
tude accuracy t ZS%. 

The conducted interference is to be measured &om • 15 to 
ZO Mc/ s and from ZO to 150 Mc/ s with the help of a 11Power
Line Equivalent11 (similar to our L. LS. N.) or direct attachment 
to power lines not exceeding 6 KV. Specifications for networks 
are given. Test setups are quite similar to ours. 

The radiated interference is to be measured from • 15 to 
ZO Mc/ s with a one meter i: ZOifo rod and from ZO to 400 Mc/ s 

·with tuned dipole. If necessary, a screen roo:sn shall be used. 
Power lines to screen room shall be filtered. Instructions for 
construction of screen room and filter are given. ~•The radio
interference-field level in it (screen room) due to sources 

: 10cated outside it (shall) not exceed Z micro-volts. 
,. The spec limits of the industrial equipment are given for 
the frequency ranges of. 15 to. 5 M.c/s, • 5 to z. 5 M.c/a, z. 5 
to 20 Mc/a, 20 to 150 M.c/s, 150 to 400 Mc/a and ai'e constant 
for each range but vary from 10 to 1000 micro-volts for con
ducted interference and 2 to 250 micro-volts for radiated 

. interfe;ence. · The spec limits are a function of type of equip
ment.., location (residential, industrial. city limits, urban, 
suburban, etc.) The distance between antenna and source 
•varies from • ZS to 50 meters. Allowances are made far short 
-dur3.tioii interference. 

A sample of the required standard interference test re
port fo:i'm ta included in the document.. The interference of 
equipment that are not designed to generate discrete high= 
frequency current is to be measured at 24 given frequencies 

· between. 15 and 400 Mc/a for standard test. The number of 
~si ~te is reduced to 9 for control and acceptance tests. 
The 1a8i sentence of Part I is heavily underlined and states 
11A sou.i~e of ·radio interference must satisfy the norms (spec 
limits) at all frequencies of the ~ontinuously normalized range". 
~ .-piis r~port is available from ASTIA. AD 286596. 

NEW PUBLICATIONS: 
Monograph ?n Radio Noise of Terrestrial_ Origin: 

Under the above title is a book edited by F. Horner, 202 
pages, price $8. 75. It can be purchased from American 
Elsevier Publishing Co.• Inc.• 52 Vanderbilt Ave •• New 
York 17 • N. Y. A synopsis of the contents is as follows: 

11During the Xlllth ·General Assembly of the International 
Scientific Radio Union (URSI) in London, during September 1960, 
Commisaion rv on Radio Noise of Terrestrial Origin held eight 
sesaions on the following topics: Sources of noise. in lightning;: 
Properties of natural noise; IGY Whistler data; VLF Emissions 
and hydromagnetic waves; Whistler theory; The Exo8phere; 
Man-made noise; and VLF Propagation. These are the papers 
presented in this book. The book also contains a survey and 
bibliography of recent research in the propagation of VLF 
radio waves. " 

Radiation Effects on Electronic Components: 

The u. S. Department of Commerce, Office of Technical 
Services, has published 11An Annotated Bibliography" under 
the above title. It has digests of 201 papers and was compiled 
by Lockheed Missiles & Space Company under an Air Force 
contract. Its OTS number is AD 277840 and the cost is $2. 25. 

NEW PRODUCTS 
New Crystal Filter for RFI Control: 

A new crystal filter development by the Midland Manufactur
ing Company, 3155 Fiberglas Road, Kansas City 1~ Kansas, 
inay have new applications for the better control of RFI. It is 

claiined that they can be made more symmetrical than usual 
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image parameter designs; have only nominal insertion losses in 
narrow bands and with selectivity beginning 4 or S db lower than 
conventional designs. Very close approximations of Chebishev (flat 
bottom, square corner) characteristics are posaible. The new filters 
are called ILo and a brochure may be obtained by writing to the Mid
land Company. 

Magcentric Bearing and RFl : 

In answer to an inquiry, by·your editor, as to the electromagnetic 
COJDp&tibility of·hi• new Magcentric bearing, Mr • .Joseph Lyman, 
Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 448 Concord Ave. • Cambridge, 
Mass •• bas replied as follows: 

"The Magcentric(r) bearing supports the floated element by two 
sets of fields. One field is fixed and ls derived from permanent 
magnets, the other field varies with lengthwise position of the shaft 
and is· electromagnetically derived. The electromagnetic field is 
supplied by about ten watts at l0kc and is confined by the ferrite cup 
cores and associated discs to a very small region around the peri
phery of the disc. In the standard version of the bearing no parti
cular shielding is em.ployed, however, complete shielding can be 
employed if virtual elimination of the external field is necessary in 
the application. 11 

No/Noise/No-Bounce Switch: 

Instruments &: Control Systems, March 1963, page 125, carries 
a 3--page article by Edmund A. Bolton, Manager, Switch Deparbnent, 
Vitramon, Inc. , Bridgeport, Conn. • under the above title. Three 
parag~•php ~ the .gticle are as follows: 

"The -abse'nce of noise, lack of bounce, adjustability, close dif-
feredtial"-.betweenClbake and break. and precise repeatability recom

mend ~ i'-Pplic&fi.ons for the switch. At present, many designers 
feel it-neC'esp~ to amplify each point prior to switching in order to 
obtain-·8.c®~· This switch can comniutate low-level signals witho\lt 
ampli.fi"'cal:ion--;• with obvious savings in cost, weight and space. 

11 Th°e .'f~.cf~t the switch injects no RF noise into the switched 
si~ pe·pnits elimination of bulky and expensive hash filters. 

11The· 8:'i'O-tql can be used in punch -card sensing, where a number • 
of cirCUita.·;may ca:rry low-level signals and extremely low contact 
resis~c~i i!.s-required. ·u . 

Mr,~ Bolton writes: 11If any of your members are interested in 
investigating the no noise performance of the 'VG 1 switch further. we 
will be"gi"a.!1 to supply samples if we are informed of the test results. 11 

Reprints a3e available on request. 

:-,:= .f~ !,'! 
-cc C1 . 

In~&- last Newsletter, your editor asked for help to enable 
engin~r;, \t~O are making RFI Surveys for their companies for the 
first time, to-9obtain accura~ information on the problems to be en
counteted inJ}le RFI/EM:C field • .J~es C. Senn. of Genistron, Inc, 
has. very kin'aty crashed through with three papers which, taken to
gether, might be helpful in presenting a reasonably good picture of 
the RFI/ EMC fields to the uninitiated and has offered to send them to 
anyone who requests them on his company letterhead. They are a&_, 
follows: 

Lecture Series, Engineering X 41SPQR, Dynamic 
Environments. University of California 
Lecture 12 by james C. Senn 

Management Responsibility in Obtaining an 
Electrical/ Electronic Compatible Weapon 
System - by Fred j. Nichols, 8th Armour Con£. 

Electrc;,inagnetic Compatibility in Weapon Systems -
F~ J'. Nichols & .J. C. Senn, AIEE Summer General 
Meeting. Denver. Colo ••. 1962. 

Mr. Senn w;rites that he will present a tutorial RFI paper before 
the Institute 0£ Enviro~ental Sciences. in Loa Angeles, in April. 
1_963, which is written specifically for engineers who are not in the 
Electrical or electronics fields, The title is 11lladio Fre.pency Inter
ference as a DynamiC EnviroDD1entn and will be available after pre-

sentation. His address is 6320 W. Arizona Circle, Los Angeles 4S, 



California. 

Is there anybody else who would :µke to make a contribution to 
0 ,iucatton in the B:Fl/EM.C field - as suggested in the Administrative 
Committee meeting:? Yqur editor will be very glad to pass it on. 

Rexford Daniels. Edi.tor 
PTG-RFI Newsletter 
Momim.ent Street 
Concord. Massachusetts ~ s::.,nn:.,-_; 
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